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Book Reviews

Book Reviews
Pratt, M. (2016). Don’t panic: How to keep going when the going gets tough.
Cincinnati: Franciscan Media. 155 pp. $14.99 ISBN 9781616369491.
Correct breathing techniques are important in a crisis. Physically, diaphragmatic
breathing can be useful when we are in times of stress or anxiety. Tears and laughter
are examples of emotional deep breathing that allow us to emotionally cleanse
ourselves and move ahead. Spiritual deep breathing means we establish a quiet place
close-by and retreat to it regularly to hear God. Deep breathing gives time for
reflection and aids in stress reduction and healing.
What-ifs can induce panic. The more frequently we are exposed to bad news, the
more on edge we can feel, and the more likely to panic when a crisis does occur.
When we take time and pose questions to ourselves that can then be acted upon,
our worry is changed into positive steps. The author gives a practical framework to
guide us through turning what if into what is.
People are a God-given resource in times of crisis. Good friends lessen or eliminate
panic. Friends can be sounding boards, they “will not cower if we express our
emotions,” and they will “help us find even greater spiritual depth.” Human relating
is being diminished by our dependence on technology. The difference between
friends and acquaintances is being blurred. How many of our online “friends” take
the time to “reach out personally to us and engage us in meaningful dialogue?” It is
in nurturing our wonderful, true friendships, and the love we give and receive, that
we are prepared to face life “when the awful happens and a crisis erupts.”
When we find ourselves “in the midst of the fire, it is important to do all we
can to take care, follow the instructions and orders given by those in authority,
and not put ourselves in harm’s way.” Doing preparedness work before a disaster
strengthens the soul creating “an atmosphere of proactive protection that can feed us
with confidence.” A crisis can be an event of social unrest, a natural disaster, a serious
illness, etc. In the midst of all such life occasions we can have “great confidence that
God is ever-present and ready to comfort and guide.” The fire of a crisis can leave
us singed but it is very freeing “to rebuild in a positive way that cleanses us from
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burdens of resentment and anger ... safe from bitterness.” Remaining stable “in your
spiritual practices, relationships, workplace, and elsewhere” helps you “have intact
places and people to return to” when a crisis subsides.
This book gives good, sound advice to help us be stable when we are shaken and
safe when we are bruised. It is written in a clear and engaging style. I liked the
many practical coping suggestions that are given. These are ideas that I can put into
practice that will help me when I face a crisis. Many times when I finish such a book
I am left wondering how the concepts discussed work in real life. This book gives
great examples and explanations.
Reviewer
Deborah R. Hunt, Lancaster Bible College
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